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Presentation Notes
What we intend to do:Set a foundation so you can understand Glatfelter, in part so you know what we do, and in part (more important) to help you think about companies in a different way – not all are the same, and different parts of companies are different as well and have different needs an goalsOther:Glatfelter – who we are, why supply chain is interesting and importantLogistics - metrics, challenges, opportunitiesJim Matcham: Director of Fiber Procurement for Specialty Papers Business Unit (York Co.), 30+ years in logistics and supply chain, previously director of logistics and supply chain business improvement for the companyRon Henry and Capitol Strategies GroupContact info at the end
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 Founded in 1864

 Annual net sales of ~ $1.6 billion in 2016

 Employees worldwide:  ~ 4,200

 Manufacturing Facilities:
U.S., Germany, United Kingdom, Canada, France, Philippines 

 Sales Offices:
U.S., Germany, France, United Kingdom, China, Russia

 Publicly traded on the NYSE under the symbol GLT

 Web site:  www.glatfelter.com

GLATFELTER CORPORATE OVERVIEW



Glatfelter products are marketed in over 90 countries around the globe. 2
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FLEXIBLE OPERATING PLATFORMS
Strong Global Distribution
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Presentation Notes
Arkansas facility to make Airlaid materials under development – scheduled to open in early 2018 largely stimulated by changing product demand and customer requirements“Paper” is not just “paper” – Glatfelter is a specialty paper company and it’s product mix has evolved over the years as uses have changed and innovations have created other challenges and opportunities – not really different than other firms



Advanced Airlaid Materials

 Hygiene & Personal Care

 Home Care

 Food Packaging

 Industrial Applications

Total estimated net revenue of $1.6 billion 

Specialty Papers

 Carbonless & Forms

 Book Publishing

 Engineered Products

 Envelope & Converting

Composite Fibers

 Food & Beverage

 Composite Laminates

 Metallized

 Technical Specialties

15% of Revenue53% of Revenue 32% of Revenue

Specialty
Papers 

Advanced Airlaid
Materials

Composite
Fibers53% 32% 

15% 

DIVERSE PRODUCT LINES 
Across Three Business Units

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From a logistics perspective, each of Glatfelter’s product lines has different requirements – both in-bound and out-bound.For example:The abaca tree, which produces the fiber used to make paper for tea bags, grows in only three places on earth – the Philippines, Ecuador, and Costa Rica. When you make about 80% of the tea bags in the world, how you get abaca is important, and that has huge logistics implications.In the specialty papers space, the raw material GLT uses depends on what the product is – greeting card papers vary in their recipe from paper used for postage stamps. That in turn determines where raw materials come from and where the product goes, as well las what sort of transportation resources must be committed to get the job done. There is a required hardwood/softwood mix on the raw materials side, then managing the changes in destinations on the finished goods side. 



Specialty 
Papers

 Feminine Hygiene #1

 Adult Incontinence #1

 Food Pads #2

 Specialty Wipes/Towels #2

 Trade Book Publishing #1

 Postal Applications #1

 Playing Cards #1

 Greeting Cards #2

 Carbonless Products #2

 Tea Bags/Coffee Filters  #1

 Composite Laminates #1

 Metallized Products #2

 TS Pasting #1

Composite 
Fibers

Advanced Airlaid
Materials

LEADING POSITIONS IN NICHE MARKETS



Supplier of Choice to a Well Respected Customer Base 5

Random 
House

Specialty Papers Composite Fibers Advanced Airlaid Materials

STRONG RELATIONSHIPS WITH GLOBAL CUSTOMERS



The Glatfelter Compass

Our Vision is to become the global supplier 
of choice in specialty papers and 
engineered products.

Core Values
• Integrity
• Financial Discipline
• Mutual Respect
• Customer Focus
• Environmental Responsibility
• Social Responsibility

Our Safety Mission – Injury Free Every Day!
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General Principles – The “Elevator Speech”

• Consider how companies make their locational choices
– “Hard” and “soft” reasons to stay, leave or expand
– State and local policy makes a difference
– “Sticky” locations - difficult to move after they are established
– Don’t forget your already-established firms
– Fish for small/medium fish – the whales are not always worth it - think small, and 

allow it to grow, consider “centers of excellence”

• Supply chain is undervalued and not well understood
– A primary driver for:

 Location selection
 Overall company strategy capability/execution

– Supply chain and business strategies - what are the acceptable tradeoffs?
 They are symbiotic – not one or the other
 Not the same answers for al companies, or lines of business within them
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Create a distinct advantage for your agency:
Understand logistics needs for current & future companies 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A 2009 article: “Quality of Life Factors into Business Location Decision” – Examples:Salt Lake City - Amer Sports Winter & Outdoor Americas, an outdoor equipment firm, likes being close to the mountains, but there also is access to frequent flights to Paris and its European HQ.Austin - (PayPal) “The area's housing, healthcare, education, and cultural amenities were important factors in our decision. Plus, Austin is a talent-rich technical market. Austin has a strong educational base, such as the University of Texas in Austin. What really drove us here was a combination of the existing talent, the continued pipeline of talent, and eBay's values.."Local Policy and interaction – DEP issues permits, but the community gives you permission to operateThe “stickiness” of a facility depends on external and other factors – anyone who has seen a mill close in PA knows that to be trueBig/small fish – long lead time, big problems if large employers leave – Ft. Smith, Arkansas example with WhirlpoolSupply chain is about helping an organization meet customers’ needs – the right product, quantity and quality, delivered to the right place, time, customer at the right cost



Trucks Don’t Vote – But Employees Do…
• Public/regulatory policy and government priorities are major drivers of 
logistics-related decision-making and locational decisions. Examples:

– Weight limits/Hours of service
– Highway and bridge quality
– Rail/marine/air terminal and highway congestion
– High speed internet, access to markets, access to talent
– Taxes, city services and “total cost of ownership”

• Businesses must be conservative in their assumption that regulations which 
have been imposed will continue, particularly when there is no certainty as 
to what might take their place

• Companies make investments and operational decisions to comply with 
known requirements and those costs are baked into what buyers of their 
goods and services have to pay
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Public Policy-Driven Logistics Considerations

Federal policy example - Truck weight limits

• Current interstate limit - 80,000 pounds, and state limits vary

• Proposal to allow 97,000 pound 6-axle trucks on interstate highways, with 
state options to do the same on state roads

• What if we could add 20% more weight on a truck, and reduce then number 
of trips by 20% on some routes?

– Environmental impact?
– Cost and productivity impact? 
– International competitiveness impact?
– Traffic safety and community quality of life impact?
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Reduce logistics costs = Reduce carbon footprint
Centers of excellence = Public policy momentum



Public Policy-Driven Logistics Considerations
• Local policy - Glatfelter and other organizations need natural resources

• Local and regional policies make a difference
– There is great value when local governments make it easy to do business 

responsibly, and provide ways for government, the community and business to 
cooperate

• Examples of problem areas:
– Ordinances or enforcement policies making it difficult to harvest/transport wood
– Road bonds/permits – processing times and application “windows”
– Inadequate communication for road/bridge work
– Community understanding of logging and woodland management

 Economic: Incomes, jobs, taxes, investments, small businesses
 Environment: Improved forest health, hunting, birds
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Agencies who “translate” among businesses, government & 
community provide opportunities for intelligent growth & prosperity



Operational Considerations
• Inbound/outbound loads – different issues, depending on direction, load 
and customer needs

– Weight limits, Trip length, Location of suppliers and customers
– Timing of deliveries/departures
– Cost of inventory, Customer service requirements
– Commodity specific – organ transplants or office supplies?
– Current and future customer base – location, products and markets

• Choice of modalities and venues
– Small package vs. truck vs. rail vs. air vs. sea decisions

• Corporate planning cycles
– How far ahead significant decisions must be made or changed prior to 

implementation
– Commercial impacts of changes in government regulations and policies
– Impact of predictability of federal, state and local government actions
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How Glatfelter thinks about Logistics Constraints 
- The SUMMERI Model

•Service, Utilization, Miles, Mode, Energy, Rates, Inventory
– Emphasizes the major constraints and levers related to logistics

• “Waiting time is a key driver of value”
– Hard fact: limit of 10.5 working hours per driver per day
– “Only” 15 minutes to get to the highway, times 1000 trucks!
– Question: What happens when the destination is 10 hours away, and then there 

is additional and unexpected loading time?  Or, new traffic lights add 10 minutes 
to get to the highway? Now the delivery will be one day later, or you need to bear 
the cost of a double team.

– Even small changes affect network modeling - companies will build in protection 
against potential cost impacts, which can show up in where they decide to locate.
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Create a competitive advantage for your agency:
Understand logistics needs of current & future companies 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Pure Jim Matcham”Understand “all in” time constraints – more than just driving time, and a near miss can be catastrophic



Problems we are trying to solve

• ROCE - Return On Capital Employed 
– What level of service optimizes our ROCE?
– What is the cost and value to move from 92% to 95% on time delivery?

• Forecasting
– Is there value in forecasting logistics costs more accurately than +/- 5%?
– How do we segregate the drivers of “product mix”?  Is there value?

• Fuel
– Is there value in forecasting fuel costs as part of the budget process?
– Given that fuel surcharge is 20% of freight costs, and has extreme variability, how 

should we position the supply chain to support the business in light of fuel being 
difficult / impossible to forecast?
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Logistics Network Modeling - A Tool for 
Economic Development

• Pennsylvania uses locational advantage as part of its economic 
development strategy, and more can be done

• Build network models that help to sell our location:
– ~70% of population of North America reached by overnight truck from PA regions
– Road, rail, sea, air, intermodal to balance of North America – inbound / outbound
– Access to North American markets – Canada, Mexico
– Mini-land bridge to US  west coast and the Panama Canal expansion
– Direct access to cost-effective global transportation
– Access to New York/New Jersey/Baltimore
– Cost-effective transfer to northeastern Pennsylvania  – distribution from there

• Deep dive into target company needs and practices
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Revenue = Customer markets, Costs = Supplier base
Network modeling and logistics is the key

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PEDA and others could work with a Pa company – such as St. Onge in York County – and have them build out some network models that help to sell their location.% of population of NA by overnight truck from Pittsburgh? http://www.discoverphl.com/meet/choose-philadelphia/facts-and-figures/ and http://www.planpittsburgh.com/getting-to-pittsburgh/distance-travel-time/ - more than just travel timeRisk moderation as a cost management tool – prospect of splitting traffic with large volumes, particularly if there is a threat to the stability of a particular modality or location



Other Ideas to Consider…

• Integrate Pennsylvania’s energy advantage into promotion
– Natural gas/energy – vehicles, fueling stations, pipelines and related incentive 

programs
– Can government do enough to tip the scales in favor of converting?

• How do you better leverage universities, community colleges and technical 
schools to become a “magnet”?

– In addition to promoting the value of our world-class educational institutions –
speak to crafts and trades (carpentry, electricians, etc.), truck drivers and others 
who do not necessarily require baccalaureate degrees – does industry have the 
right talent in the right places, and what does that mean for corporate location 
decision-making?

– Centers of excellence
– Access to talent
– Fund academic studies that support local industry
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Thoughts from a Great Logistician….
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“Nobody goes 
there nowadays. Its 
too crowded.”

“You better cut the pizza 
in four pieces because 
I’m not hungry enough 
to eat six.”



Contact Information…..
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Jim Matcham, Director
SPBU Fiber Procurement 
Glatfelter
James.Matcham@glatfelter.com
(740) 772-3585

Ron Henry – Senior Consultant
Capitol Strategies Group LLC
rhenry@csgpa.net
(610) 733-3375

mailto:James.Matcham@glatfelter.com
mailto:rhenry@csgpa.net


Morgan Stanley Trucking Index
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This chart illustrates the level of demand for trucking services nationwide – regional data will vary, as it will by type of truck (e.g., van, flatbed, reefer) – this is for dry van transport:“A simple, enclosed non-climate controlled rectangular trailer that carries general cargo, including food and other products that do not require refrigeration.” The higher the curve, the more the competitive advantage shifts to the trucking company – the March chart for vans showed a bit of an uptick, but flatbed demand was up by a much larger amountThere is some cyclicality, but wide variances on a Y2Y basis – important data for contracting and planning
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